San Juan Builds The
Strongest Pools In The World!
All Glass is Hand Laid
32-mil Gel Coat
the thickest in the Industry
(two 16-mil layers)
1.5 oz Strand Mat
(three layers)
24 oz Woven Roving
(two layers)
32-mil Gel Coat
the thickest in the Industry
(two 16-mil layers)
1.5 oz Strand Mat
(three layers)
24 oz Woven Roving
(two layers)

East Coast 800-535-7946
West Coast 866-535-7946
www.SanJuanPools.com
www.MyPoolSpace.net

San Juan Fiberglass Pools
The key to Quality and Strength
Fiberglass Pools are not all the same. The big difference in
fiberglass pools is how the pool is constructed. Each San Juan
Fiberglass Pool is made with a minimum of 5 hand laid layers
of fiberglass.
What does this actually mean for the fiberglass pool?
A stronger fiberglass pool that uses hand laid fiberglass, creates a consistent level of thickness throughout the fiberglass
pool shell. This process is more labor intense making it more
expensive to produce, but the quality benefit outweighs the
cost. Other companies that produce fiberglass pools construct their pools with fiberglass that is shot out of a chop
gun. The fiberglass becomes small pieces that are glued together. This produces a much weaker finished pool than the
hand laid pool. A continuous piece is much stronger than
one made up of many small pieces. Also, when spraying
fiberglass from a chop gun, you will never get a consistent
thickness and your pool shell will be compromised.
The construction of a fiberglass pool is almost the same as a
fiberglass boat and this is the reason why a 24ft boat from one
company is $35,000 and from another company is $65,000.
Its due to how the boat is constructed and with what kind of
materials were used.
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